
Editor Engagement Experiments 

Quarterly Review three



Today's agenda

● Review product plans
● What we actually shipped
● What we learned about our users

« Break »

● Our 2013-14 target and goals
● The future of team



The team

● Matt Flaschen
● Pau Giner (shared with Language Engineering)
● Ori Livneh
● S Page
● Dario Taraborelli (shared with Analytics)
● Steven Walling



The previous state of the world

During the previous Quarterly Review, our products were...

● Account creation and login: available via opt-in "soft launch"
● Onboarding (GettingStarted + GuidedTour): Fifth major iteration was in 

prototyping stage



What we said we'd do 

0-1 editor features

● Rapid prototyping and testing of new GettingStarted iterations ~ Not rapidly 
● Apply guided tours to users outside GettingStarted flows ✗ nope
● Echo notifications ✔ done

1-5 editor features

● Improve conversion rates by suggesting next steps ✗ nope
● Build GettingStarted into site navigation ✗ nope
● Optimize our task recommendations ✗ nope

Data and infrastructure

● EventLogging support ✔ done
● Help Analytics own and develop User Metrics / WikiMetrics ✔ done
● Campaign tracking ✔ done

Additions mid-quarter:

● VisualEditor support ✔ done



What we shipped (features)

April May June July August September

Previous Quarterly Review

GettingStarted 
A/B test 5
5/16-5/23

New account creation
and login on all wikis

* including VisualEditor and Echo integration

GettingStarted version 5* @ 100% on enwiki



Prototyping 

Clickable, static prototypes and remote usability tests helped us validate ideas 
with users and head-off basic usability issues. 

Example: which of these two progress bars are more motivating?



What we shipped (data and tools)

● Campaign tracking on all wikis
● CoreEvents, which logs all preference updates and save events
● NavigationTiming, which logs performance data
● MediaWiki-Vagrant improvements galore
● Support for first A/B test of VisualEditor and Schema:Edit instrumentation



What we learned about our users

Data, qualitative or quantitative, that expands our understanding of who 
contributes to Wikipedia and why (or why not). 



Acquisition

● Campaign tracking -- understanding where signups come from.
● Gender survey -- understanding our gender gap among signups.



Activation

● Our assumptions about R:OB4 were correct, simplifying the choices lead 
to improvements in R:OB5 

● We need to give guided tours by default. Only 9% of users opt-in to tour.
● GettingStarted users are still high quality. Revert rates are statistically 

indistinguishable from control groups (8.1% vs. 8.4%)
● 20-30,000 users a month getting our notifications by email or web
● GettingStarted users had the highest rate of VE adoption (67%) during 

July, when it was the primary editing interface.



Retention

● A handful of power editors use GettingStarted (more on this later)
● GettingStarted editors a lot like natural Wikipedians:

○ ~600 new enwiki active editors via mobile web in August
○ ~800 new enwiki active editors via GettingStarted in July



Reactivation

● 19% of users a month (5-6,000) get reactivation notifications currently, 
closely track the total activation rate for enwiki 



What slowed us down?

One week long A/B test in the last six months is a dramatic regression for a 
team that once managed multiple tests a month. 



« Break »



Our Annual Plan commitment 

We're aiming for a total of 2,400 more active editors per month.

Compare to our previous goal: "Conduct a minimum of 15 product and 
community experiments designed to directly increase new editor engagement 
and retention."



How we're going to get there

Let's talk about our 2013-14 goals, broken down by area of focus.  



Our framework 

The user lifecycle

Areas of focus

Problems

Experimental
solutions

Products



The user lifecycle

1 0 5 10 100 1,000+ 

Active editorRegistrationAnonymous editorReader Very active editorNew Wikipedian

Acquisition Activation Retention & Reactivation

and areas of focus

1.  Targeted acquisition:

● Anon editors
● Account creation CTAs
● Contributory CTAs

2.  Onboarding across 
wikis and devices 

3.  Article creation 
improvements

4.  Task suggestions and 
workflows

(5.  Revert fixes and bot audit)



Area of focus: Aquisition

How do we acquire new registered users?



Past work on reader aquisition 

From Research:Donor engagement/Thank You campaign:

● Banners run in English between XMAS and New Years 
● Signup conversion rates of 0.00037% to 0.00056% 
● Converted readers were fewer (183 via campaign vs. 4,633 organic)
● ...and were less productive (17% made 1+ edits, vs 22%)

Conclusion: blasting all readers with untargetered CTAs is not a magic bullet. 



Anonymous editor acquisition

A free hit on the way to fullblown addiction? 59% say they edited 
anonymously prior to signup (2011 Editor Survey).



Anonymous editor signups today

 August 12-19th signups via this notice % of signups per wiki

de 389 15%

en 3781 9%

es 1273 16%

fr 400 13%

it 74 6%

ja 264 18%

pl 52 10%

pt 53 2%

ru 157 6%

zh 386 8%



Understand what motivates IP editing

● We don't know how many anonymous editors are repeats vs. new
● We don't know why repeat anonymous editors choose to not sign up
● We're lying to IP editors by calling them "anonymous"



Surface incentives for registration

How many of these are actively shared with anonymous editors?

Example: offer to save anonymous edits to contribution history if you register. 



Logged-in-only features as CTAs

Most features available to registered users are not exposed if you're not 
logged in. Mobile piloted this idea by showing logged-out users the watchlist 
star. We should try this too, with…

● Edit tab and section edit links on 
protected pages

● Create page 
● Watchlist star
● Others?



Increase visibility of current CTAs

Our most important calls-to-action don't stand out.



Create new contributory CTAs

What ways can we ease contributing to a page? 

One example: launching guided tours from cleanup templates and inline tags. 



Contextual signup 

Remove login or signup as a separate page, interrupting user workflows.



Area of focus: Activation

How do we help new users become Wikipedia contributors?



Current work on activation

Our onboarding work (GettingStarted + GuidedTour) has led to positive gains 
in first-time editors. We need to solidfy the first-time editor experience and 
make gains in conversion rates from one to five article edits, and beyond.



Who are new users are

Max Nora Sarah Adam

an anonymous editor
who wants to join

a reader who 
wants to join a reader who 

needed to join 

a reader who 
wants to edit

See: Editor engagement experiments/Personas (0-1 edits)
on mediawiki.org



What they want to do

Has no task 

Has task

Intends to edit No intent to edit

GettingStarted now

Edit existing article

Create article

Upload media

Fight vandalism/spam 

Read

Donate

Download

Learn more



Semi-protected page editors

Semi-protected pages are some of our most popular, general purpose articles, 
but in July only 77 signups resulted from the semi-protected page notice. 
We're not doing a very good job of telling people that they can contribute to 
these articles. 



Conclusion

These editors are a minority right now, but might grow as a source of 
acquisitions in the future. We should consider showing them a tour of how to 
contribute to a page that's semi-protected, or at least educate them about 
why they can't. 



Article creators

● In our 2012 post-registration survey, between 20-35% of new signups 
said they came to English Wikipedia wanting to create an article. 

● 80% of their articles will be deleted. Median time to tag is 2 minutes and 
median time to delete is 35 minutes. (Research:The Speedy of Speedy 
Deletions)

How do we fix this?



Landing page improvements

Solving three issues:

How users discover new 
pages to create

How users know they 
can create a new page

How they receive initial 
instructions



Draft namespace

Can we create a "safe 
zone" for slow article 
development?

First step is to validate 
idea with new authors to 
ensure clarity, simplicity, 
and to create a high level 
of engagement/agency 
among new authors.



Fix how drafts are reviewed

Focus is currently on 
reviewing backlog, with 
shallow feedback 
centered on 
accept/reject status.

Drafts may help us focus 
on quality articles instead 
of bad. 

Promote/de-promote 
drafts rather than just 
delete?



Area of focus: Retention

How do we help Wikipedia contributors stay active and engaged?



Approaches to active editor retention

1. Measure and optimize interventions that fix pain points in collaboration, 
especially between experienced and new contributors

2. Give successful active editors tools that make contributing easier and 
more rewarding. 

Let's compare work in these two areas. 



Pain point: reverts

The problem: having your edit undone is statistically one of the greatest 
predictors that a new editor will depart. (Research:First edit session) 

A solution: make undoing an edit friendlier by turning it in to a request to 
improve your edit (Research:Improve your edit)



Pain point: deletion processes

The problem: having your article deleted is statistically one of the greatest 
predictors that a new editor will depart. (Research:First edit session)  80% of 
articles by non-autoconfirmed users on enwiki get deleted. 

A solution: the same way that Flow's goal is to provide structure and ease of 
use to user-user discussions, let's make it possible for any new user to 
participate in the discussion of whether their new article should be deleted. 



Pain point: bot interactions

The problem: there are some high-velocity bots that revert and/or warn new 
editors. We know that new editors react differently to bots than to humans, 
and their false positive rate is an unknown.

A solution: do an audit of which bots are having the most impact on new 
editors, collaborate with their operators and the community at large to 
measure and develop standards for how bots impact humans. Consider 
reworking how bots integrate with Flow and Echo. 



Conclusion

If implemented, the primary metric for this kind of experiment would be making 
the case that our changes led to improved retention of already active editors. 

It's much more difficult to make smooth progress in these areas, and claim 
that we gained additional active editors this way. Many of these areas are ones 
that the community fully owns, like deletion process, and are difficult to make 
change in. 



So what to do?

Let's kill two birds with one stone. We can improve activation rates and longer 
term retention of active editors by:

1. Suggesting compelling tasks
2. Showing editors how to complete them
3. Creating easy ways to keep going and stay motivated 



Enabling "power gnomes"

A.amitkumar joined in April 2013. In June, he used the toolbar's "Try another 
article" function 215 times to find pages, resulting in 103 edits. 

"I did use the Special:GettingStarted page to do most of those edits, 
actually it is a bookmark in my browser now. The dashboard is simple and 
easy to use for any editor who would want to contribute in maintenance pages 
irrespective of area of expertise. The helps (sic) is decent and if made more 
detailed would have been messier too. But for editors who would want to do 
maintenance work in specific topics/categories are probably missing a filter 
option for categories/topics"

Today, he's switched to using Huggle. Why?



GettingStarted's current limitations

● Architecture
○ Built around delivering tasks to Extension:GettingStarted interfaces
○ i18/l10n is partial unknown

● Data 
○ No memory of tasks completed, in progress, or abandoned
○ System doesn't learn from itself

● UX
○ Limited to three task types
○ Doesn't encourage first-time editors to keep going 
○ Doesn't surface rewards for completing tasks
○ Doesn't help you get feedback from your peers



What we want in the future

● Tasks for more language editions of Wikipedia 
● Deliver tasks across devices and sessions
● The ability to associate tasks with users, remember this association, send 

reminders, and track your progress 
● Experiment with more kinds of tasks, each with its own guided tour
● Better understand of what kinds of articles and tasks are compelling



How we're going to get there

● Consume more sources for tasks, such as Wikidata entities 
● Deploy GettingStarted on non-English Wikipedias 
● Develop a simple task API, so that we can deliver suggestions on mobile 

and in concert with content translation
● Add support for generic user-specific page lists to MediaWiki core, so that 

we can remember tasks for users 
● Make task workflows addictive! Provide clear next steps, provide rewards, 

encourage return visits. 



Our task dashboard today



Our task dashboard tomorrow?



Area of focus: Reactivation

How do we encourage lapsed contributors to rejoin the Wikipedia community?



Past work on reactivation 

From Research:Necromancy:

Time lapsed 1 year 3 months 1 month

Sample size 189 380 538

Return to edit rate: 

control vs. test

2% vs. 0% 1% vs. 5% 9% vs. 11%

Total return editors:

control vs. test

2 vs. 0 2 vs. 9 26 vs. 28



Conclusion

Standalone experiments at reactivation are unlikely to get us high-volume 
gains in additional active editors. 

Using notifications, let's focus on integrating efforts to get users to return to 
the site as a part of our other work on new editor activation and retention. 



Theory of growth

In 2013-14, I think we'll reach our target of 2,400 additional active editors by...

1. Provide our onboarding experience (GettingStarted + GuidedTours) to 
users across languages, devices, and sessions

2. Bring additional registrations into this onboarding process, with a series of 
acquisition campaigns aimed primarily at anonymous editors

3. Help onboard people who want to contribute in alternative ways, like 
article creation, get started on Wikipedia

4. Retain active editors by suggesting easy and addictive tasks to improve 
the encyclopedia



Product areas on the backburner

Other key items we should consider, depending on how our metrics and 
products evolve throughout the year:

1. Fixing reverts to increase new editor retention
2. Auditing how bots interact with new editors
3. Mobile product experimentation



Key users for 2013-14

AdamMax Sarah

"I've edited before. Why 
should I create an account?"

"I want to start a new article. 
Where do I begin?"

"I've made my first edit. 
What's my next step?"



These represent most new Wikipedians

AdamMax Sarah

"I've edited before. Why 
should I create an account?"

"I want to start a new article. 
Where do I begin?"

"I've made my first edit. 
What's my next step?"

In English, anonymous editors…
● make 20% of all edits 
● are at least 9% of signups 

2-3,000+ first time 
GettingStarted editors 

per month

In English, article creators…
● are 20-30% of all signups
● get rejected 80% of the time



The big picture

Flow and VisualEditor are about improving how editors contribute and 
collaborate with each other. 

Our team needs to develop products that show editors why they should join 
Wikipedia and what they can do to help. 



Editor Engagement Experiments

Mandate: "Rapid experimentation and many small changes over time."



The Growth team

Mandate: "Get Wikipedia's community growing again, by making 
improvements to the new user experience that are informed by data."


